The Steady Surge in

Residential
Solar

Improving technology delivers
rising performance and lower costs
BY ASA CHRISTIANA
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olar accounted for 43% of all new electricity-generating
capacity added in the United States in 2020, topping all other
technologies for the second year running. The curve promises to continue upward. According to the Solar Energy
Industries Association (SEIA), solar capacity will quadruple over the
next 10 years.
In response, the U.S. Congress has once again extended the solar
investment tax credit (ITC)—through 2022 this time, with a reduction in 2023 unless extended again. The credit allows residential
solar customers to deduct 26% of the cost of their system from their
taxes owed to the IRS. For the average $27,000 solar installation, for
example, the credit takes $7000 off the bill. And it has no limit, so
the rebate can be two or three times more for more expensive systems with battery backup. State incentives, where available, can subtract thousands more. Overall, payoff periods are averaging eight to

12 years—depending mostly on local electricity rates—for an energyproducing system that will deliver clean power for 30 to 50 years.
By all estimates, the big tax incentives won’t last forever. State programs have dwindled somewhat, and the federal credit is down a bit
from the 30% of a few years ago. However, despite the drop-off in
credits and incentives and the increasing cost of skilled labor, prices
per watt delivered have dropped steadily. At the same time, looks
and reliability have improved, making photovoltaic (PV) power more
attractive than ever.
“We’ve learned so much since incentives came in 15 years ago,” says
Sara Peavey, a PV designer for Mayfield Renewables in Corvallis,
Ore. “We have tons of data on what works well and what failed.
While some incentives have gone away, they forced companies to
make solar more affordable.”
What’s new in PV panels

Rooftop modules have steadily improved in every way— aesthetics,
performance, and cost—and the trend is expected to continue until
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the limits of physics are reached. But the changes at this point will be cost. Holding down the modules are mounts, rails, and clamps called
“racking.” Refined over a few decades now, racking systems are
incremental and not worth waiting for.
Whenever you decide to say yes to solar panels, you’ll be getting a extremely reliable, with flashed mounts that connect to rafters, and
better deal than ever. Instead of the old polycrystalline panels with rails and clamps engineered for local weather conditions, such as
silver stripes running through them and silver frames on the outside, wind and snow. Available for all roofing types, these components
you’ll likely get a set of monocrystalline modules that are uniformly have also become easier to install over the decades. “If the system is
dark, with black frames and dark-blue cells, giving the panels a sleek, spec’d and installed correctly, you’ll have no leaks and no problems,”
seamless look. A white background is also available for those who Grieser says.
Today’s racking systems are also less obtrusive, so the newer dark,
prefer that aesthetic. With each module operating independently,
regardless of shade sources, panel arrays tend to be large, uniform seamless panels—installed in clean, rectangular arrays—look even
more sleek and elegant. Most systems offer black anodized rails to
rectangles, adding to the elegant look.
John Grieser is co-owner of Elemental Energy, a solar-energy com- match the new aesthetics, and SunPower’s InvisiMount frames hide
pany that installs five to eight residential systems a week in Oregon clamps from sight completely.
Improvements to the electronics
and Washington. Like many in
have also made panels more effithe industry, Grieser counsels
cient in more locations. PV panels
against delay, explaining that the
produce DC current, which must
sooner you start paying off a sysbe converted to AC for residential
tem, the closer you’ll be to free
use. Today, module-level power
energy. “In rainy Portland, half
electronics (MLPEs) are innoof our clients—with an average
vating this process. The biggest
house and average electric bill—
advantage of MLPEs is optimizacan get to net-zero. So incremental
tion of the output from each modimprovements in PV technology
ule, regardless of sun and shade
don’t really matter at this point.”
conditions. Contrast that with
To further reduce costs per watt,
older arrays, which would shut
manufacturers are also increasdown altogether if a single panel
ing panel size, packing in more
was shaded. MLPEs allow solar
cells and effectively reducing the
arrays to be installed in more places
amount of frames and electronon a roof and on multiple planes,
ics—the priciest parts of a panel.
regardless of trees and chimneys,
However, for historical homes
allowing much more output for
with more complex roofs, smaller
a given location. The widespread
panels might make more sense.
adoption of MLPEs means a price
While SunPower is still considbreak for consumers too.
ered the leading innovator in PV
“When I started out 10 years ago,
panels, many of its patents have
a solar install was $78 per watt,”
expired, inviting manufacturers
Peavey recalls. According to the
from around the world to take
most recent market report from
advantage of the latest technolEnergySage.com, state-by-state
ogy. SunPower, LG, REC, and
costs for solar range between $2.30
Panasonic tend to offer the best
and $3.15 per watt before credits
combination of performance, RACKING IS VERY RELIABLE
“Racking” is the industry term for the mounting systems that
and incentives. “That’s because we
price, and warranty, according attach solar panels to roofs. When chosen and installed correctly,
can install anywhere on the roof
to installers I spoke with as well these mounts, rails, and clamps are extremely reliable and will
at any angle, all optimized, and
as reviews by EnergySage.com, a not adversely affect the performance of the roof.
shade doesn’t matter,” Peavey says.
resource for unbiased information
“You get lots more flexibility, and a better-quality product as well.”
and competitive quotes.
MLPEs also have built-in monitoring, so you can see exactly what
While experts generally agree that it’s hard to make a bad equipment choice these days, they caution against products with anything each panel is producing and also pinpoint any problems or equipment
less than a 25-year warranty on parts, the labor required to replace failures. “What other appliance gives you that level of granularity?”
them, and energy production, with the best guaranteeing a less- Grieser asks. “For HVAC or minisplits, you can’t always tell if refrigerant lines were pressurized properly or filters are dirty, which can
than-10% drop-off over the warranty period.
have a huge impact on performance. With solar, you know if your
New technology changes the game
appliance is working at all times, and you can compare numbers with
One big reason behind solar’s exponential growth and improving what a salesman promised, year to year, as trees grow in the way, etc.”
prices is the panels themselves—or modules, as they are known in
MLPEs meet the latest National Electrical Code (NEC) requirethe trade—which have improved steadily in efficiency vs. size and ments for module-level rapid shutdown, designed to protect fire
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MICROINVERTERS
Conventional solar arrays do not include
module-level power electronics (MLPEs).
As a result, they can’t optimize panel
output in shaded conditions, nor do they
allow power to be shut down at the panel
itself in emergencies. While these arrays
are still allowed in some regions, the latest
National Electrical Code requires MLPEs
at each panel, and local codes will soon
follow suit.
MLPEs break down into two equally
popular and reliable types, creating a
Coke vs. Pepsi situation with Enphase’s
microinverters and SolarEdge’s line
of power DC optimizers. (These two
companies dominate the marketplace
for MLPEs.) Affinity for one or the other
is as likely to be attributable to regional
familiarity as it is to the actual technical
differences between them.
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Microinverters are clean and easy
Microinverters (MEs) convert the DC
current produced by PV cells into AC
power right at the panel. This lets
electricians run normal nonmetallic cable
down to the meter, following the AC code
they are most familiar with and making it
easy to hide the wires inside the home.
“We can cut drywall and pull cable through
walls a lot easier than pulling metal-clad
wiring or running metal conduit up an
exterior wall,” says John Grieser, co-owner
of Elemental Energy, a residential system
installer. MEs eliminate a bulky inverter
box and are more conveniently installed
near the home’s main electrical panel. As
an MLPE, microinverters also optimize the
performance of each panel.
While early Enphase MEs were dogged
by high failure rates, the engineering
has been worked out, with the latest
generation (the IQ series) offering the
same 25-year warranty as the best PV
panels. Installers across the United States
have expressed very little hesitation about
today’s MEs, even in areas with extreme
weather. “The temperature swing on a roof
in New England is 20°F below to 140°F,
but the equipment is engineered for it,”
says Brandon Bernard of ReVision Energy.
In general, MEs are more expensive
than DC optimizers, but the difference
is somewhat offset by faster, more
straightforward installation.
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DC optimizers are robust and less expensive
The other type of MLPE is the DC power optimizer, which includes the optimization
and monitoring capabilities of any MLPE, but unlike MEs it doesn’t convert DC to AC.
That still requires a central inverter. While DC optimizers are simpler electronically,
making them more resilient historically in the tough roof environment, they require a
very high amount of DC voltage to be carried down the wall and/or through the house
to a central inverter box, with code requiring shielded steel conduit that is more likely
to be run down an exterior wall, a wiring method that is likely less familiar and more
time-consuming. Proponents of MEs also point to a DC optimizer’s central inverter
box as a single point of potential failure that will disable an entire PV system until it
is repaired or replaced.
In the end, the differences between MEs and DC optimizers matter less than choosing
skilled, reputable installers who are very knowledgeable about the system they prefer
using, if not both.
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fighters, tradespeople, and others from encountering dangerous
voltage levels of DC power anywhere between the modules and the
meter. A 2014 NEC change required that rapid shutdown be installed
somewhere in the system, and the 2017 NEC pushed that capability
to the individual modules themselves. If your state hasn’t yet adopted
the latest NEC, it will. If your system predates the NEC changes,
your state might require you to retrofit MLPEs at each module, but
there are affordable products for that.
A number of manufacturers now offer AC modules, or “smart modules,” with an MLPE inverter integrated into the back of the panel,
offering a single plug-and-play connection on each unit, which makes
installation faster and easier, with fewer wires to potentially rub on
the roof or be nibbled by rodents. These panels are pricier but easy
to install, so they generally save customers a bit on installation costs.
Another new module is the “bi-facial” panel, with a transparent
back that allows light to reach the underside of the cells, intended to
produce some energy from a reflective deck or patio, for example.
The experts I interviewed, however, were unable to measure a significant increase in production from the lower side of these panels.
A system for energy storage

A “grid-tied” system trades energy back and forth with your utility
company. When your modules are producing more energy than your
home is consuming at any given moment, the excess is back-fed into
the electric power grid. The meter keeps track, and when the sun
goes down, the grid feeds your home what it needs.
At the end of the year, you pay only for the net energy used. In
the design of any given solar array, the goal is to get that number as
close as possible to zero without producing much of an annual surplus, which most utilities won’t pay you for. Led by Tesla’s popular
Powerwall units, battery storage can replace the grid during power

outages, backing up your whole home or just a few essential circuits,
just like a generator. In fact, generators and battery backup can be
used together to handle extended outages.
Although pricey enough to double, triple, or even quadruple the
installed price of a typical system, depending on storage capacity,
battery backup is increasingly popular, largely due to the increase
in catastrophic weather events. Today, almost every manufacturer
of solar components is jumping into the game to compete with the
Powerwall, with each of the major manufacturers aiming to be a onestop shop for residential solar components.
Generac’s approach, though, is unique. Known for its traditional
standby generators, Generac recently launched its own components
for power transfer, optimization, rapid shutdown, and battery storage.
Including everything but the rooftop modules, the fully integrated system is called PWRcell and promises to emerge as a strong competitor
to the stand-alone MLPEs from Enphase and SolarEdge. (For the rest
of the story on Generac’s new approach to solar, check the follow-up
article on solar-energy storage in the next issue of FHB.)
Beyond the standard roof panels

While the standard rooftop installation is still king, there are other
ways to mount panels, and other places to put them. The mosthyped innovation might be Tesla’s PV roof tiles, called Solar Roof,
announced in 2016 to much fanfare. Although the company has been
taking orders for some time, experts say that the practical reality is a
long way off, and the real cost has nearly doubled from the original.
For homeowners with a big sunny field on their property, a groundmounted array can be a fantastic option. Space is potentially unlimited, panels can be pointed and tilted for optimal production, and
snow and debris can be cleared manually. Ground-mounted systems
comprise 10% of residential installations for ReVision Energy, and
the New England–based company recently
dedicated a crew to installing the helical
piles that attach these arrays to the ground.
Compared to a roof installation, says
ReVision’s Brandon Bernard, the up-front
costs for ground-mounted arrays are a bit
higher, due to the larger racking systems
and the trench that carries the power to
the home. “But the overall economics are
great,” he adds. “The payback period is
similar because you can optimize the panel
angle and array.”
Carports, pergolas, patio covers, and other
shade structures offer additional sky-facing
purchase for PV modules, but experts issue
an important caveat. “These structures are
often underengineered for solar,” says longtime residential installer Jim Bakhaus, now
project manager at Denver-based Resort
Energy Ventures. “You need to see if it is
engineered for the increased weight loads,
wind loads, and uplift.”
□

A FEW OTHER BOXES
Other than the rooftop panels, all that most systems will add to your home is a small inverter
box (right in photo) mounted on an exterior wall. If you’ve opted for a battery storage system,
that larger unit can be placed inside the home or garage or even outside, as shown here.
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AN ARRAY OF OPTIONS
Solar panels can go almost anywhere. If engineered
properly for the increased weight and wind loads, pergolas
and carports can be great places to mount panels, and
homeowners with sun-exposed fields can install large
ground-mounted arrays.
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